
 

 

 Curriculum Matrix - Year 1 
 

Use your background knowledge! 
Apply your own background knowledge to make an 
inference from the following text.  
We saw clowns arriving at the park where the giant tent 
went up. We could not wait to go tonight. 

 
What were they going to see tonight? 
I infer… because… and I know that... 

Make a mystery bag 
Create a bag that contains items that gives someone a 
clue about what is inside. E.g. rolling pin, sugar, baking 
paper. What is this person doing? They are doing some 
baking. 

 

Who am I? 
Create clues about a person. Choose a person. Write 
down some clues about that person. E.g. I have blonde 
short hair. I work at Flemington Primary School. I smile 
a lot and people think I am funny. 
Share your clues with a family member and see if they 
can infer who your character is.  
 
Ask them - Who am I?  
 
Your family member will say - I infer that you are ... 
 
Then swap turns.  

Use your background knowledge! 
Apply your own background knowledge to write an 
inference from the following text.  
Barry looked up to see what was making the squawking 
noise and then felt some feathers touch his face. 

 
What was it that touched Barry’s face? 
I infer… because… and I know that... 

What Am I? Create your own ‘Inferencing Sentence’! 
Create 3 of your own What Am I sentences that allow 
someone else to make an inference. E.g. You could 
describe yourself/ pets/ favourite toy/ book character. 

 
 

Essential learning - Reading  
Identifies inferred meaning of characters and their actions. 

Make an inference about the setting 
Watch the short Pixar film ‘La Luna’ and make an 
inference about the setting of where the little boy is.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbuq7w3ZDUQ 

 
 
Where is the little boy? 
I infer he is…. because... I know this because… 
 
How might this story be different if the boy wasn't on 
the moon? How would the characters/ setting change? 
What would stay the same? 

Clue, Clue & Inference 

 

Look at an image, identify the clues, use your prior 
knowledge and write an inference.  

Clue:             Clue: 

I know: 

So I infer: 

Clue, Clue & Inference 

 

Look at an image, identify the clues, use your prior 
knowledge and write an inference.  

Clue:             Clue: 

I know: 

So I infer: 

Inferring Feelings 
Watch the short Pixar film below. Choose a character 
from the film and make an inference about how the 
character is feeling.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVLoc6FrLi0 
 

 
 
I infer the character is feeling… because… 
 
I infer that the character would say “...” because ... 

Clue, Clue & Inference 

 

Look at an image, identify the clues, use your prior 
knowledge and write an inference.  

Clue:             Clue: 

I know: 

So I infer: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbuq7w3ZDUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVLoc6FrLi0
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Inside/Outside 
Create a character from a familiar book or create your 
own character. Draw the character in your remote 
learning book. Draw a vertical line down the middle of 
your character. On the left hand side write about the 
physical appearance of your character. On the right hand 
side write about the personality traits of your character.  

 

Roll a Story 
Create a story by rolling a dice to obtain a main 
character, setting and problem for a narrative. Then 
write a narrative that includes that character, setting 
and problem 

. 

Show Don’t Tell 
Analyse the physical traits that indicate different 
emotions. Think of an emotion or character trait. 

List the physical traits, dialogue and actions that 
could show that character’s emotion/trait. 

For example: 

Emotion: Anger 
-steam coming out of ears 
-red face 
-huffing and puffing 
-stomping feet 
-veins popping out 
-yelling 
-clenching fists 
-screaming “I hate … “ 

Random word generator 
Create a narrative by using the random word generator 
website. https://randomwordgenerator.com/pictionary.php 
Generate a random word every couple of minutes. This 
random word must be written in your narrative. Remember 
to still include characters, setting, orientation, complication 
and resolution in your narrative.  

Letter to a character. 
Compose a letter to a book character. You can tell them 
what you like about them, ask them questions or give 
them your opinion of the book they are in.For example: 
Write a letter to The Big Bad Wolf from The Three Little 
Pigs trying to convince him to be kind to the pig. 

 
Essential learning - Writing  

Creates short imaginative stories that include simple text structures and features of a narrative text 
 

Complication/resolution spider web 
Compose a possible complication in the middle of your 
page.Then write a variety of solutions coming out of the 
problem so that it looks like a spider web. 

 

Narrative Flipbook 
Create your own story flipbook. The first section will be 
possible characters, the middle will be settings and the 
bottom section will be complications. Once you have 
completed the flipbook, create a combination of a 
character, setting and complication to plan and draft a 
story. 

 

Picture Writing 
Plan, draft, edit and revise a narrative about the  
following pictures. 
  

 

Things to consider: 
-Where are they? 
-Why are the bunnies 
large or why are the 
people small? 
-What will happen? 

 

Mix two stories together  
Combine two different stories to create a brand new 
story. For example, take the Little Mermaid and 
Finding Nemo. What would happen if these two 
characters met? 
 
Remember to use the narrative structure. 

● Orientation 
● Complication 
● Resolution 

Create your own complication 
Change the complication of a known fairytale. E.g. The 
Gingerbread Man.  
Change the complication so that The Gingerbread man 
wants to eat everyone instead of everyone wanting to eat 
the Gingerbread Man.  

 

https://randomwordgenerator.com/pictionary.php
https://randomwordgenerator.com/pictionary.php
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Fridge Map 
Create a map of your fridge. Open the door of your fridge and draw what 
you see inside. Now move at least 5 items around and draw a new map of 
your fridge. Describe the changes you made using positional language. 
E.g. 
The milk was moved a quarter turn clockwise 
The tomato sauce moved underneath the eggs 
The celery was moved  inside the crisper. 
 

Solve the problem 

Analyse and respond to the following problem. 

Wallace is walking towards a wall. The wall is 12 forward 

steps away. Instead of walking straight forwards, Wallace 

takes 2 steps forwards and 1 to the left.  

How many times will Wallace step to the left before he 

reaches the wall?  

Extension Make up some problems like this one. See if a 

classmate can answer them.  

Brain Buster 
Solve this problem and justify your response: 

Snake, Wombat, Platypus, Kangaroo and Emu are lined up 
in a row. Kangaroo has 2 animals to his left and 2 animals 
to his right. Wombat has no animals to her left. Snake 
doesn’t like his position, which is 2nd from the right. Emu 
likes being next to Wombat. 

Using the information about their locations above, list the 
animals as they are lined up, from left to right.  

Bedroom Map 
Create a map of your bedroom. Using a birds eye view style, draw a 
map of your bedroom including key features such as beds, doors, 
toys, desks, windows, cupboards. Now using your map write some 
positional sentences about your room 
E.g. 
The bed is to the left of the door. 
The skateboard is behind the door. 
The dolls are inside the toy box. 
 
Draw a map of your classroom and compare the differences between 
your bedroom and classroom. 

Treasure Map 
Design a treasure map by rolling a dice 
and adding features one by one. 
Roll the dice. Find the row that matches 
the number rolled on the chart. See 
which map feature is in the ‘1st Roll’ 
column. Draw it wherever you like on 
the treasure map. Roll the dice again. 
Repeat and continue the process until 
you have rolled the dice five times and 
added five features to your treasure 
map. Choose a secret location for your 
treasure and a starting point on the 
map. Write a set of directions from the 
starting point to your treasure. 

 

 
 
 

 
Essential learning - Numeracy  

Gives and follows directions to and from a place using positional language. 
 

 

Riddles 
Solve the riddle… 
I sit in the 3rd row. 
I sit 2nd from the right. 
Which letter do I sit at? 
 
My friend sits at the letter ‘U’ 
How can I get from my desk to the letter ‘U’ as quickly as possible 
without climbing over or under any desks. 

 
Remember to use positional 
language 

 
Extension: Using the rows in the 
picture, create 3 riddles of your 

own.  

Directions 
 
Complete the pattern up to 15. First you must understand that the 
arrow is first turning in a clockwise direction but then it moves in an 
anticlockwise direction. 

 
 
Create  your own positional patterns 
 
Use the positional language 

- Up/down 
- left/right 
- clockwise/anticlockwise 
- Quarter/half/full turn 

 
Explain in  writing  the rule and sequence for your pattern. 

David & Tyler Map 
Compose a list of instructions to get Mr David through the 
dangerous maze of volcanoes and meet up with Miss Tyler 
so they can get a coffee. 
Remember to use positional language.E.g. Left, right, up, 
down, forward, backward etc 
Create the shortest, longest and most interesting routes. 
You could make Mr David move clockwise around a 
volcano. 

 

North ,South, 
East, West 
Compare the 
position and 
locations of these 
different animals 
using the 
language of 
North, South, 
East, West or 
quarter turn 
clockwise/anti 
clockwise , half 
turn 
clockwise/anti 
clockwise, full 
turn. 

 
 

Make Instructions! 
Compose a list of instructions to get this monkey through the slippery 
maze of bananas and to the delicious banana. 
Remember to use positional language. 
E.g. Left, right, up, down, forward, backward etc 

 
Compose a list of instructions to get this monkey to the delicious 
banana but this time the monkey must slip on each banana peel 
before it reaches the banana. 
Remember to use positional language. 
Create your own monkey/banana maze and compose instructions to 
get your monkey to the banana. 




